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Abstract
The songs of Phagwa have not only become a source of joy and fulfilment for artistes but have also created a demand for new and dynamic
trends in the Entertainment Industry. This paper focuses on the many
musical forms within Phagwa as it exists in the Caribbean. Its structure, musicality, improvisations and performance are explored. The
musical changes which have been taking place in relation to Phagwa
are also discussed.

Background
The songs surrounding the Phagwa Festival has and continues to be of
great interest and attraction in the Caribbeanl celebration specifically, but also in
India and other parts of the world. According to the Rig Veda, Gaayan (Song),
Vaadya (instruments) and Nritya (dance) are all part of the generic term Sangeet
(music) (Shankar, 2007). Phagwa (Holi) incorporates all of these elements into one
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festival. A musical analysis into Phagwa shows that it encapsulates the music genres of folk, pop and classical and is built upon many musical forms such as Chowtaal, jhumar, ulhaara, dhamaar, hori, kajri, basant, thumri, film songs, pichikaari
songs and many more – which have significantly enriched the festival’s musical
appeal (Manuel, 2009). These songs tell many stories relating to the many themes
within the Phagwa celebrations. The use of multiple raagas, taalas, musical instruments, rasas, dances and poetry brings together a unique amalgamation of musical
brilliance in the Caribbean.

The coming of the East Indians into the Caribbean from India (18451917) facilitated the practice of a series of music genres including those relevant to the Phagwa festival. The major Caribbean countries where this happed
are Guyana, Trinidad and Tobago, Suriname, Jamaica and Grenada. The recruitment of East Indian indentured laborers during the early phase of indenture was primarily from the areas of Uttar Pradesh and Western Bihar. Most
left India via the Port of Calcutta, often carrying with them many religious and
musical texts as well as musical instruments. Given the fact that these areas
were musically rich with folk music, their songs were predominantly sung in
languages including Bhojpuri, Awadhi and Brij-bhasha. Musical instruments
which were brought across the kala pani included the dholak, jhanj, kartaal,
nagara, and tassa (Manuel, 2009). It should be noted that many songs sung
during Phagwa time came from the Ramcharitmanas by Tulsidas.
Songs of Phagwa performed throughout the Caribbean have continued
to be interactive. It is, thus, not uncommon for singers to be joined in many instances by those around them including various pockets of the audiences. The
many genres of Phagwa songs are sung and mostly performed from memory.
The melodies project a strong connection between folk and classical music.
While emphasis has not traditionally been placed on music notations and technicalities, these have gained importance in recent times.
In the Trinidad and Tobago scenario, as was also the practice in other
Caribbean countries, singers of chowtal and other Phagwa genres were also
versed in Ramayan singing, Ramleela songs, bhajans and qaseedas. Famous
singers of Phagwa songs and music in Trinidadian society included Ramdeen
Samlal, Gowkaran Garibdass, Sagar Sookraj as well as famous drummers like
Pt. Kishore Chowbay, Bob Lokai and Ustad Kalool (Ramaya, 1994).
Introduction to Phagwa in the Caribbean
Phagwa (Holi) is one of the largest festivals celebrated in Trinidad and
Tobago under the umbrella of Indian Culture, specifically as it relates to Hindu
culture. Many of the generic practices of Hindu festivals are adhered to in
terms of fasting, vegetarianism, nonalcoholic drinks, rituals, songs, music and
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dances. The common styles done for Phagwa in a Caribbean context is a
unique combination of musicality, storytelling and entertainment for the entire
Indian diaspora. Preparations for the Phagwa festival as far as songs, music and
dances are concerned, actually begin from a few months before, leading up to
the celebration of Phagwa. This occurs in the month of ‘Chaitra’ as referred to
in the Hindu calendar. Chaitra is associated with the coming of spring season
or Basant - hence the term ’Basant Panchami’ which describes the welcoming
of the spring season. It is within this period that preparations are made for the
various kinds of songs, music and dances to be displayed on the day of Phagwa. These songs include Chowtaal, Ulara, Jhumar, Chaitee, Lej, Biraha, Bhajan, Thumri and Folk songs.
This period of time is used by many singers, musicians, dancers and other cultural groups within the Hindu community for rehearsals. This is where
the magic actually begins. Typically, a planned rehearsal will entail singers and
musicians assembling at an agreed time and place. This may often be at someone’s home, a cultural center or even in a temple. Two to three hours are normally the rehearsal duration time where these musicians will agree on the various styles they will be performing for the Phagwa season. A mixture of senior,
middle aged and children will form the major body of the Chowtaal group as it
is normally called. Many groups of this kind will simultaneously be involved
in similar rehearsal type practices in different areas across the country (Ramaya, 1994).
Chowtaal groups will begin their rehearsal with a prayer usually in praise
of Lord Ganesh. They will first establish the sitting layout as the entire group
and will be divided into two parts facing each other as seen in Figure 1.
It is not uncommon to hear performances both for the rehearsals and onstage routines to begin with ‘Boliye Gajaananda Swami Ki Jai’ or ‘Bolo Bolo
Ayodhya Naath Siya Pati Raam Chandra Ki Jai’ - which would signal the official start of the practice or performance (Ramgoolam, 2021). Thereafter, a
Chowtaal song will be selected and rehearsed firstly by repeating its lyrics by
group members in order to become fluent with each verse. It should be noted
here that the Chowtaal song of the Caribbean has a unique character of its own
when compared to its meaning in Hindustani of North India. This genre developed with the Indian diaspora of the Caribbean and refers to a song consisting
of sixteen to twenty lines with a four-verse structure. Most Chowtaal renditions, therefore, would have four to five verses where each line will be sung
with varying melodies and tempos to add variety and excitement to the performance. As a particular song and script are agreed upon by the senior members
of the group, members will be assigned to one of the two sections of the group
on stage.
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Chowtaal Group rehearsal: Group shows both sections with
Dholak player at the center)
(Source: Google Photos)

Genres of Phagwa
The very first line of the Chowtaal (Samlal, 1993) will be sung by one
section of the group which will then be repeated by the opposite side much like
a call and response method. Some musicians also describe this as a Jugalbandi
(Ranade, 2006). This first line is mainly accompanied by the Dholak and usually starts with Deepchandi taal (14 beat time cycle) commonly referred to as the
thhekka section (Jaisukhlal, 1989).
The singers on both sections of the Chowtaal group will often have their
own mangeera and jhaals which they play simultaneously while singing. The
Deepchandi taal line is sung to Madhyalaya tempo (medium speed) and after
both sections of the group have finished singing their parts – this same line is
sung to a faster related melody where the rhythm will then be converted to drut
keherwa (fast 8 beat rhythm) (Roychaudhuri, 2013). The second line of the
Chowtaal will then begin with Keherwa taal at medium speed and again will
be repeated by both sections of the group for a total of four times after which
the line will be developed into fast Keherwa taal also for a total of four times.
The third Chowtaal line is normally a shorter melody of Keherwa taal and
changes into the fast section much in the same way as was done in lines one
and two. The fourth line of the Chowtaal verse is normally enunciated in a
similar form to the first line in terms of melody, rhythm, musical accompaniment and the number of times in which lines are sung. This format is similar
for all other verses to follow where only the lyrics will be different. A detailed
notation script of a typical Chowtaal chorus or verse can be seen in below.
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Chowtaal Composition
Generic verse
Shiva Shankar Deenadayal Maha Bardani
Ang Bibhutee Leehai Mrigahala Jataa Gangaa Aurjani
Mathay Unkay Teelack Chandrama
Jaakay Teen Nayan Jag Jaani…Maha Baradani
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This genre of singing came from the folk tradition of Uttar Pradesh and
Bihar. It was more commonly known as Chowtaalaa. It should be noted here
that the word Chowtaal carries a different meaning altogether when it comes to
Hindustani Shastriya Sangeet or North Indian Classical music. There, Chowtaal is actually a twelve-beat rhythmic cycle that is normally used in the Dhrupad style of singing and is played on the Pakhawaj drum. It is also known by
the name chaartaal (Sharma, 2010). This rhythm is structured in a 2-2-2-2-2-2
format as follows:

Ulara
Shiva Shankara Asha Puraa Karo,
Shiva Shankara Asha Puraa Karo

Chowtaal: 12 beats

Chowtaal of Hindustani sangeet is also used in Pakhawaj solos as it relates to instrumental musical performances. This makes for an interesting observation where chow, which means four, and taal which means rhythmical cycle, will literally mean four elements within a taal. It can be seen here that the
conventional Chowtaal of North India has four taalis with their Chowtaal - as
compared to the West Indian Chowtaal which is a song composition using four
different speeds.
The four to five verse Chowtaal culminates into a song type known as
Ulara. The Ulara is a short two to four line composition set to Keherwa taal of
eight beats and is sung with both a slow and fast section as was done in the
Chowtaal composition. There are some Ulara compositions which are normally fashioned against a major scale. However, some Ularas are composed with a
change in temperament as it uses the notes of a minor scale (Samlal, 1993).
This composition will bring a climax to the preceding Chowtaal song performed.
Ulara Composition
Ma Ma Ma - Ma Ma Ma - Ma Shi va Shan S ka ra Aa S sha S
X
0
Ga Re
Shi va

Sa
- Sa
Shan S ka
X

Sa
ra

Re
Aa
0

Re Re - Re Re Pu ra S Ka ro S
X
0

- Ga Re Sa
S sha S
Pu
X

Sa
ra

- Sa Sa
S Ka ro
0

S
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The next song that usually comes after Chowtaal is the Jhumara. These
are often sung after the Chowtaal genre has been established. The format of
Alaap, Thhekka, Barti and Tihaaiee is normally the framework within which
the Jhumara is performed. Whether it makes for an exhilarating on stage performance or a master piece for a competition, the singing of Jhumaras are met
with great enthusiasm and excitement. The following is an example of a traditional Jhumara song of the Phagwa season. This has become quite popular
within the Indian Diaspora of the Caribbean.
Jhumar (Deepchandi & Keherwa Taal)
Kari Krodhar Chardhay Hanumanta Lanka Par Jayi
Sumiri Hridai Bhagawant Ram Kar Deita Dohayi
Gara Jata Pralaye Samana Mana Ba
Sunata Shabd Bikal Bhai Nesh Chara
Eta Utta Saba Chala Ye Baraiyee Lanka Par Jayi
Ulara:
Siya Dala Ram Gale Jai Mala, Jogira Sa Ra Ra Ra
In looking at the term Jhumara (Sharma, 2010) as it relates to North Indian classical music, it is fundamentally different from what it is in the Caribbean. Jhumara is actually a 14 beat taal with a structure of 3 / 4 / 3 / 4. This
rhythmical cycle is normally played on tabla for the accompaniment of
Vilambit Khyaals (slow) within the Shastriya Sangeet circle. It is also interesting to note that Jhumaras are also part of the Bhojpuri culture of North India
but with a difference. Jhumaras sung in the Caribbean, are accompanied by the
Dholak, Dhantaal, Mangeera, Kartal, Jhanj, Jhaal and Harmonium. It is indeed a rich tradition within the folk type genres.
The many journeys that were made during the indentureship period saw
the arrival of many books containing music literature and compositions. In
looking at various books of local classical and folk artistes of the Caribbean,
books written by the following authors, amongst others, were quite common in
Chowtaal performances:







Kabir Dass
Meera Bai
Tulsi Dass
Guru Nanak
Bramha Nand
Jai Dev
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To this end, the word Basant (Adeesh, 2016) may seem to refer to a particular style of singing, but was actually a generic term used to refer to the
large variety of songs which were sung during the Basant period (spring season). It should also be noted that Basant, with specific reference to Indian classical music, is a specific Raga known as Rag Basant. This structure of musical
notes are unique to an Indian musical scale known as the Purvi Thaat as described by the well-known musicologist Pt. Vishnu Narine Bhatkande. Therefore, upon reading the title Basant from any music text, it does not refer to a
song type but rather a song that was composed from the notes of Rag Basant.
Here, this song is typically performed in India with the accompaniment of instruments like the tanpura, tabla and the sarangi. The following is a perfect
example of a composition taken from Raga Basant which depicts the spring
time season within its lyrics.

Phagavaa brij dekhan ko chalo ri
Phagave mein milenge kunwar kaanha jahan
Baat takat bole kagawaa
Aayi bahaar sabhi ban phoole
Rasiley lal ko levo garawa [14]
Translation: This composition describes the beauty of the Basant season at
Brij (where Lord Krishna is believed to have spent his childhood and youth).
The meeting of Lord Krishna is expected to happen in this beautiful garden
which has the sweet scent of flowers.

Rag Basant
The basant compositions sung in the Caribbean bear some similarities to
the ones in India in terms of melody. However, the folk style structure in the
Caribbean makes it vastly different and unique in terms of the manner of performance. This is further seen as instruments used to accompany the songs of
the Basant season include the dholak, jhaals, mangeeras, khartaal, dhantal and
harmonium.
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Phagwa composition in Rag Basant Teental
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the desired mood of the song, while adopting a range of rhythm and tempo
changes Ramgoolam, 2021). The following is an example of a Lej: Siri Krishna Charanana Ke Balihari.
Lej
Ma Ma Ma
Si ri
Kri
X

- Ma Ma Ma MaMa S shna Cha ra na Ke S
0

Ga Re
Si ri

- Sa Sa Re
S shna Cha ra
0

Sa
Kri
X

Re Re Re Ba li
ha
X

Re Ga Re Sa
na Ke S
Ba
X

Sa
li

- Sa
ha S

Re ri
S
0
Sa
ri
0

S

The importance of Bhajans in the celebration of Phagwa in a Caribbean
context cannot be unnoticed (Ranade, 2006). Bhajans or Hindu religious songs
have made a solid foundation in a wide range of Indian cultural events – of
which Phagwa is very much a significant area. Siya Ram Gale Jai Mala and the
famus Ulara mai sumiro sharada ho devi all reinforce the crucial role the Bhajan genre continues to play in this festival.

(Source: Kramik Pustak Malika by Pt. Vishnu Narayan Bhatkande - Volume 4)

Lej is but another link in the chain of Phagwa genres practiced in the
Caribbean. A composition set mostly to Kaharwa taal, it is sung to the accompaniment of folk instruments. A Lej can be heard as a beautiful addition to the
Phagwa festivities. Musically, the minor scale is used in this regard to create

A song style known as Hori plays a key role in Phagwa (Bor, 1991). Hori songs have lyrics that depict the festival of Holi, its significance, playfulness
and colorful nature. The song Ri Hori Kunj Galin Mey by the late Pt Hari Om
Sharan and Holi Khelata Nandala Brij Mey by the playback singer Momammed Rafi are a few of many Hori songs popularized in the Caribbean. Hori is
composed using lyrics that depict the Radha-Krishna stories as it relates to the
festival of Phagwa.
Musically, a Hori is also called Dhamaar (Adesh, 2004) or HoriDhamaar which is a classical genre of North India and is sung in Dhamaar
taal of fourteen beats and uses instruments like the tanpura and pakhawaj.
This directly contrasts to the Hori of the Caribbean as it is sung in mostly
kaharwa taal and uses only folk instruments.
Chaiti and Kajri (Jaisukhlal, 1989) songs also have their special place in
Phagwa events. These folk traditional genres have captivated the hearts of
many due their spectacular lyrical and musical richness. Chaiti’s semi classical
nature comes alive especially during the month of Chait (March/April) and tell
many stories on the life of Lord Raam. This style is deep rooted in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar and is often written in Bhojpuri (Jha, 1972). Kajri shares similar traits with the Chaiti but the lyrical content of the Kajri puts focus on other
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themes such as the coming of heavy rains as the young maiden longs for her
partner. In the Caribbean, these are sung with the dholak, jhaal, mangeera,
dhantal and harmonium. People enjoy by singing along and dancing to the captivating melodies at many Phagwa events.
The contribution of Hindi Films towards the development of Phagwa in
Trinidad and Tobago have been nothing short of phenomenal. Listening to
songs from the earlier times like holi aayire kanhaaiee rang chalke a number
of holi related songs have become popular in the Caribbean. Some of the more
notable ones are:
 Rang Barse – Silsila 1981
 Holi Khele Raghubeera – Bagban 2003
 Badri Ki Dulhaniya – Badri Ki Dulhaniya 2017
 Holi Ke Din – Sholay 1975
 Soni Soni – Mohabatein 2000
 Holi Aayee Re – Mother India 1957
 Balam Pichikari – Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani 2013
General folk songs composed over the years have contributed quite a lot
to the repertoire of Phagwa songs enjoyed by those of the Indian diaspora. Traditional folk songs such as Panaghat na jao, Panaghat na jao, chaila abeera,
and Hey brija basiya, nahe key rasiya, have always remained strong within the
Phagwa celebrations. The famous Rajastani folk song recorded by Ila Arun entitled Holiya re udara gulaal found its way even beyond the Phagwa stages of
the Caribbean and on to many fusion music concerts regionally and internationally.
Phagwa Songs: Preservation
The development, propagation and continued existence of the songs of
Phagwa has always been a matter of great interest to many cultural enthusiasts.
The role of educational institutions, cultural organizations and religious bodies
have been doing great service toward keeping this tradition alive. The Sanatan
Dharma Maha Sabha of Trinidad and Tobago is one of the many organizations
which has been making great inroads in terms of encouraging youth in developing their skills in Phagwa songs by way of scheduling music training classes
at primary and secondary schools. Lots of other organizations, including
SWAHA, Indian High Commission, Mahatma Gandhi Institute for Cultural
Corporation, National Council for Indian Culture (NCIC), Hindu Prachar Kedra, and others, continue to invest significant resources towards the Phagwa fes-
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tival.
These cultural entities have been organizing Chowtaal competitions,
with many attractive prizes, at the school, community and national level, thereby facilitating the competitive spirit amongst the youth. Phagwa events are often organized by Mandir committees across the country and involves a tremendous number of individuals. The famous annual Pitchikaari event organized by
the Hindu Prachar Kendra provides an opportunity for artistes to create, compose and perform their own unique songs which span a range of lyrical themes.
Phagwa celebrations in Trinidad and Tobago continue to have a positive
impact in terms of involving the following a range of skills and professions, including priests, singers, musicians, dancers, sound companies, video and lighting companies, chair and tent businesses, advertising agencies, designers, music bands, recording studios, auditoriums, academics, food and drink vendors
and many more. The cultural, economic and social needs are catered for, which
ultimately support the overall development of Indian culture. The songs of
Phagwa continue to generate a great sense of pride and joy as the many performances engage an abundance of talented artistes to keep on the path of tradition and innovation.
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